
Elbit Systems looks forward to the opportunity
of hosting you at our stand during

MILIPOL PARIS 2019

The event will take place at Paris Nord Villepinte
19-22 November, 2019

We are located in Hall 5,
Stand 5C-021

For appointments please contact
Mr. Yaakov Rimon
Tel: +972 77 2945072
Mobile: +972 54 999 5072
E-mail: yaakov.rimon@elbitsystems.com
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Elbit Systems Land and C4I Ltd.
2 Ha’machshev St. Netanya 42507, Israel
E-mail: landc4i@elbitsystems.com    www.elbitsystems.com/landc4i

SafeCity Solution
Comprehensive security approach in a complex urban environment 

Key Features 

• Fully integrated C2, communications and 
computing solution

• Advanced multimedia communications: voice, 
data and video

• Immediate sensor-to-action enabling solution
• Common database for all agencies
• Integrated emergency call center
• Front-end surveillance equipment
• Distributed architecture for utmost availability
• Highest grade communications reliability and 

guaranteed message delivery
• Ad-hoc networking capabilities for continuous 

communications – optional

Live and virtual emergency preparedness 

Part of Elbit Systems’ homeland security (HLS) public safety suite, Elbit Systems’ HLS training Simulator realistically simulates 
complex emergency scenarios. Multiple security and rescue teams must seamlessly coordinate their life-saving operations, in 
both virtual arenas and live training environments. The systems simulate a variety of interactive security incidents including 
terror attacks, accidents, natural disasters, dispersion of hazardous materials, attacks on strategic infrastructure, security for 
large scale sporting events and maintenance of public order.

SafeCity addresses both fixed C2 centers at different levels and mobile forces on the scene. A FRONTS-C2 mobile C4I suite provides 
full support for C4I systems, advanced sensors control, rescue forces systems integration, and a reliable communications 
process that includes radio systems, GSM and wireless LAN antennae. The solution provides a complete situational awareness 
picture for decision makers and public safety officers, enabling them to make the best possible decisions and generate 
effective results. ELBIT SECURITY SYSTEMS - ELSEC

The Challenge
Drug trafficking, smuggling illegal cross-border immigration, and 
international terrorism are on the rise, presenting a challenge to 
law enforcement agencies.

National borders are the frontline of defense against these growing 
threats, and are often both the first and last line of defense.

These borderlines, frequently located in remote and unpopulated 
areas, with diverse and harsh topographical and environmental 
conditions, present a demanding challenge and require expert and 
experienced system design and implementation for their protection.

The Solution
The ELSEC SafeBorder security solution is a custom tailored design 
comprised of advanced all-weather technologies, integrated into 
one seamless command and control environment, thus enabling 
the monitoring and control of remote and extensive national 
borderlines.

We offer a turnkey solution, tailor-designed to meet the specific 
operational needs, topographical environment and potential threats 
facing your country.

Our SafeBorder solution utilizes advanced electronic sensors and 
mobile observation platforms, capable of detecting illegal border 
penetration attempts and diligently tracking suspicious movements.

SafeBorder
National Land Border Surveillance, Control and Protection

Border Protection


